Student Life Committee Meeting  
April 24, 2012  
Warden Dining Room

Members: Jenny Queen, Susan Montgomery, Raquel Ellis, Julia Maskivker, Dan Chong, Dan Crozier, Jude Wolbert, Alice Davidson, David Gevorgyan, Lito Valdivia, Diana Nay, Randi Alberry  
Guests: Trish Moser, Karen Hater, Brent Turner, Nan Castino, Diane Willingham

JQueen called the meeting to order 12:40 pm

Approval of Minutes from 04/03/201.  
REllis appreciated her quote contribution. Minutes approved as submitted.

1. Announcements  
   a. Next year’s committee will have 3 new faculty, Rachel Newcomb from Anthropology, Zeynep Teymuroglu from Math, and Larry Eng-Wilmot from Chemistry. A new staff representative will also join the committee in the fall.  
   SGA elections have been completed but results have not been announced.  
   b. New committee representation will be needed in Campus renovation committee, Food committee and HIP. A new CPS member will hopefully joining following Thursday’s faculty meeting.  
   c. Yoga night – SMontgomery announced that the library and the Yoga club will have a Yoga Night on April 30 from 8-9 in the Biblab.  
   d. JQueen announced that a change in higher administration will be announced by the president.

2. Committee Reports  
   a. Campus Center Construction Update -BTurner announced that 2 preliminary proposals were requested from two architecture firms. Rollins’ senior leadership are meeting regarding the Proposals – He requested that a member of SLC be involved in the committee conversations over the summer. Most of the conversation will be done via email. An SGA rep will also be included in the discussion. Between May 1 – Aug 1, the committee will be in the discussion phase and then the design phase will commence.  
   b. Food Committee Report – Jmaskivker said the issue of Park Avenue Pizza as preferred pizza vendor on campus has yet to be resolved. There are concerns on the part of students that the Park Ave will not meet the demand on campus. Domino’s Pizza will not be an option if Park Ave is chosen. LValdivia said that according to student survey conducted, students preferred Park Ave over Domino’s. Students discussed that The Grill is another late night option on campus. TMoser said that students can still buy Domino’s but they won’t be able to use Tarbucks. The Sutton meal plan is still unresolved. It will be proposed at the next SGA meeting in the fall and discussion will follow.
c. JQueen asked about the library renovations. SMontgomery said that the renovation is proceeding as planned and will begin soon after graduation. The entire second floor will be inaccessible to people. Discussion surrounded the recent student furniture sampling along with details around the renovation.

3. New Business
   a. CSR Review – JQueen reminded the committee that according to amendment procedure, the community standards are to be reviewed by SLC every 3 years. DWillingham led the discussion of the details of the changes. She indicated that most of the changes are primarily “wordsmithing” and not major changes. The committee reviewed the proposed changes led by DWillingham and discussed them.
      i. #3 Discussions surrounded the definition of a guest. DGevorgyan thought that the punishment is too severe if a guest acts unruly. DWillingham restated that the policy is not new it is just relocated to a new area in the manual. RAlberry asked if there is a way to distinguish on the violation that the guest not the student violated the policy so that the violation does not negatively affect the students’ record. DWillingham indicated that it would be in the record the guest not the student was responsible. LValdivia stated that students need to be informed of these policies. ADavidson asked about sexual assault if a student’s guest rapes somebody. That incident would have criminal ramifications which would beyond the scope of campus enforcement. DWillingham reminded that most campuses have this policy in their community expectations. JQueen reminded that the change is to move the location of the policy. Committee moved to have the paragraph to the new location. Discussion surrounded revising the “visitor policy” language. DWillingham agreed to review the language and resubmit it to the committee.
      ii. #4 New language included with the new alcohol policy. Discussion surrounded the need for #4. The committee moved to strike #4.
      iii. #5 The committee suggested changing freshmen to first year.
      iv. #8, pg. 5, The committee suggested adding “or group” to the statement.
   b. Procedure for Student Travel Funding will be first on the agenda in the fall.